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Moore the merrier!

Closing stages of the 2015 St. Leger

Three time champion jockey
Ryan Moore has been
sidelined for a major part of
the season through a neck
injury since a stalls accident
at Newmarket’s July meeting
when his mount reared
causing the rider’s head to
impact the stall’s metal
superstructure. But Ryan has
returned to the saddle in
scintilating form securing
winners around the globe to
cement his reputation as the
best jockey in the world.

If at first you
don’t succeed...
Try again - which is what
connections of Simple Verse
did by appealing her
controversial disqualification
in this year’s St. Leger.
Ralph Beckett’s 3-year-old had
finished first at Doncaster
beating runner up Bondi
Beach by just a head. It was a
really tough decision for the
stewards who, after an
enquiry, reversed the placings
and awarded the race to
Bondi Beach. What the
stewards had to decide was
whether two incidents of
interference had improved the
winner’s position relative to
the runner up. No doubt they
had in mind that Bondi Beach
has suffered similar
interference in his previous
run at York, where the colt
also finished a close second.
It was certainly a very difficult
decision - which would have
been easier on the steward’s if
the ruling required them to

decide if the runner up’s
position had been
detriment ally affected - which
clearly it had. It was such a
close thing, judged on all
aspects, that probably the
result should have been
allowed to stand. But the race
is now something of a
landmark moment as Simple
Verse becomes the first horse
to win a British Classic having
been disqualified and then
awarded the race. However
many times you watch the
replay of the race,
connections of the runner-up
can justifiably feel aggrieved
since their horse closed with
every stride and was only
beaten a matter of inches.
This was the clash of two
great dynasties in European
racing - Coolmore and
Magnier from Ireland v Qatar
Racing and Sheik Fahad Al
Thani. Simple Verse has since
proven her case on the track.

High Cliffs!
In our preview of 2015’s new
stallions we highlighted
Canford Cliffs, Zoffany and
Poets Voice as most likely
types to make the grade with Frozen Power our pick
from the bargain basement.
Happy to report that they fill
first, second, fifth and sixth
places respectively in this
year’s current standings.

Canford Cliffs - leading 1st season sire
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New TV deal
for racing

Ryan Moore back to work

The few who made
gambling pay

Reduced costs for bookies

Celestial back on track

Low Key lands the gamble!

Most of us enjoy a flutter on
the horses - without any
expectation of making a
fortune. However, some have
made, and lost, significant
sums betting on horses.
Percy Cunliffe, a city financier,
made significant money as part
of a syndicate called The
Hermits of Salisbury Plain
when having horses trained at
Druids Lodge. When Hackler’s
Pride won the 1903
Cambridgeshire the syndicate
netted over £10 million in
today’s money.
Nowadays, the bookies make it
extremely difficult to profit at
their expense - if you’re a
regular winner they will simply
close your account! This
explains the intricacy of
cleverly orchestrated gambles
landed by former trainer
Barney Curley in recent years.
Last year bookmakers faced a
payout of £ millions as the
result of a coup which saw 4
different horses all win at 3
different courses. The 4 horses
- all previously connected to
Barney in some way - were
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Eye of the Tiger (10/1), Seven
Summits (6/1), Indus Valley
(20/1) and Low Key (7/1) which
were combined in accumulator
bets at odds of 9000/1.
The four horses had all been
off the racecourse for periods
ranging from 225 - 700 days
leaving the bookmakers pretty
relaxed about their chances,
but all won at Kempton,
Catterick and Lingfield.
Paddy Power reported losses
of over £1 million, William Hill
and Coral also being hit for
large sums - but Bet 365
possibly suffered worst of all.
Barney Curley promptly used
his winnings to support his
charity work in Africa.

Did you
know?
The number of stallions
standing in Britain has
declined from 347 in 2009 to
219 in 2014 - a drop of 37%.

Happy to report that we
shortly expect a return to form
by our multiple winner
Celestial Bay. Sky returned to
training later than expected,
due to a cut when out in the
field, and Sylvester commented
that we had returned her
somewhat tubbier than ideal!

Sylvester warned us that she
would be certain to need a
few runs to return to full
fitness - and runs at Epsom,
Kempton and latest at
Chelmsford City have at last
reduced the waistline and we
hope to soon be back in the
winner’s enclosure.

Did you
know?
The biggest prize in jump
racing is The Grand
National with £1million in
prize-money on offer.

The shape of racing
broadcasting has been
radically changed after a new
deal that’s brought previously
opposing factions together.
The five year deal between
Racecourse Media Group and
Satellite Information Services
represents an improved deal
for racecourses and betting
shop operators which should
result in increased payments
to racecourses and, hopefully,
trickle down to better
prizemoney. It’s estimated
that the deal will save
bookmakers around £70
million per year in media
rights. The downside of the
announcement is what future
is left for Turf TV who’ve
previously provided
broadcasts to betting shops in
conjunction with SIS.

Gerwyn Jones 1943 - 2015
We have been deeply
saddened by the
recent death of
Gerwyn Jones who
had long been a
friend and helper of
Homebred Racing.
Gerwyn was always
on hand to help with
the horses and any
tasks around the farm
from fencing to
haymaking.

Earlier this year Gerwyn
had surgery for a hip
replacement but
typically was only
concerned to be back in
his tractor to help with
the haymaking.
A true countryman
who’d worked on the
land all his life, Gerwyn
was wonderfully kind
with the horses - and we
all miss him very much.
Gerwyn rolling up the hay for baling
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A rider with
a point to
prove!

Silver medal
for Victoria...

Sylvestre de Souza - new champion

The youngest in a family of
ten, Sylvestre de Souza was
18 before he ever sat on a
racehorse. So his exploits in
2015 to become champion
jockey are even more
remarkable. A chance
meeting with a leading
jockey in Sao Paulo gave
Sylvestre the thought that he
had the physique to become
a jockey. He recalls “When I
started in racing in my home
country of Brazil it took over
6 months to get my first ride
in public - but in a little more
than a year I was Brazil’s
champion apprentice.”
This meteoric rise was halted
by a fall which sidelined
Sylvestre for 6 months when
he then agreed a contract to
ride for Irish trainer Dermot
Weld - but it didn’t work out
“I was just 22 and couldn’t
speak a word of English!”
After 2 long years without a
single ride Sylvestre was
offered a chance to ride in
England by Thirsk based
trainer David Nicholls.
It proved to be a turning
point and the winners started
to flow. By 2010 Sylvestre was
riding 100 winners in a
season and was snapped up
by trainer Mark Johnston to
ride for his powerful yard.
Bigger wins began to follow
including at Royal Ascot
which he describes as an
“unbelievable experience!”
Sylvestre’s climb to the top
seemed assured by then
being retained by Godolphin
- but it was a surprisingly
short relationship.
Godolphin dispensed with
Sylvestre, amazingly
substituting him with William
Buick. So 2015 was a year in
which there was something
to prove - which is exactly
what Sylvestre has managed
to achieve by riding
freelance. Point well made!

Olympian facing a tough challenge

Olympic cycling champion
Victoria Pendleton finished
second on her competitive
debut as an amateur jockey in
the Betfair Novice Amateur
Riders Handicap at Ripon.
On her first ride Victoria
finished runner up on Royal
Etiquette to 33/1 shot Jordaura,
beaten just a head.
Inexperience showed by making
rapid headway with fully a mile
to race and then being run out
of it at the closing stages.
Victoria’s target is to compete
in the Foxhunter Chase at the
2016 Cheltenham Festival in
March. Victoria said: “Today
was unique - I just wanted to
finish safely. It was down to
making the best of a bad
situation in a race by not riding
as I was supposed to do!”

Disappointingly, Victoria's
next ride on Royal Etiquette
demonstrated that bikes are a
lot easier to steer than horses.
The duo were trapped out
wide all the way and then
squeezed out and shuffled
back to the rear of the field.
Worse followed being
unseated in her next ride...
making the Cheltenham
festival currently look a bit
of a long shot.

Did you
know?
There are just 127 fully
licensed flat jockeys and 94
jump jockeys in Britain.

On the upside!
Racecourse attendance grew
by 2.4% in 2014 to reach a
total of 5.82 million - the
highest since 2006.
This was despite it being a
World Cup year when many
sports enthusiasts stayed at
home to watch TV. But
generally speaking,
racecourses have been
making a noticeable effort to
improve the experience for
racegoers. Interesting ARC,
who operate most of the allweather racing saw a 4.2%
growth on numbers which is
even more encouraging Lingfield Park achieving a
capacity crowd for their Good
Friday fixture.

Footloose...

American dream lives on

Previous champion jockey Seb
Sanders created a first at
Goodwood - to ride barefoot.
Although breaking no rules
his action prompted widespread comment in the
media. Sanders said it was his
decision, after being held up
in the traffic, when he
arrived at the course he was
too late for a sauna to make
the weight. Discarding his
boots was a concious decision
to weigh out at the alloted 9
stone 5lbs. Saunders, who
ultimately finished 4th on
16/1 shot Longley Vale, has
previously ridden over 100
winners each season - but this
year has only partnered 12 to
the winner’s enclosure.

Although US superhorse
American Pharoah lost at
Saratoga, the triple winner is
to race on. Owner Ahmed
Zayat announced “I have
decided to continue to race
American Pharoah. The
champ deserves another
chance”. The winner of 8
comsecutive group races has
already amassed prize-money
of over £5 million.

Fewer horses - but more races!

Despite racing’s organisers
stated objective to reduce race
fixtures, the BHA has published
the fixture list for 2016. This
reveals that there will be more
fixtures than in 2015! The list
maintains the ratio of 60 flat
meetings to 40 jump fixtures.
39% of flat races will be on

turf and 21% on the allweather. Newcastle’s
conversion to all-weather
racing means fewer races at
other ARC tracks (Southwell,
Wolverhampton and Lingfield).
Sir Mark Prescott, probably
correctly, suggests that allweather racing will be 80% of

Did you
know?
The Derby was run at
Newmarket during the two
World Wars.

Did you
know?
Jane Thorne was the first
woman to ride a winner
over fences in Great Britain.

Champion aspirations
Richard Hughes who recently
saddled his first winner as a
trainer, has switched his
stable to his new yard in
Lambourn from Danebury.
This sudden change of plans
was explained by Richard who
said: “It wasn’t a decision
taken quickly or lightly,

More races scheduled for 2016
fixtures in 50 years time.
However new chairman of
the BHA, Nick Rust, has
attempted to allay such fears
by saying he does not
anticipate any significant
increase in such fixtures.
His appointment of Richard
Wayman as race planning
supremo, an outspoken
opponent of all-weather
racing, seems to bear this
out. But decisions on
racecourse management lie
beyond the doors of the BHA
- and their ostrich like pose
may prove their predictions
well wide of the mark!

Seb Sanders stepping out bootless at
Goodwood

The hope is that the 3-y-o
colt will not race on a
downhill slope that will
diminish his previous
achievements. There is a
sense, as with the UK’s
Golden Horn, that the media
is too quick to embrace and
hype horses as the new
heroes of our sport - such
high expectations inevitably
can lead to disappointment.

realised we might need
somewhere bigger, I had to
start thinking fast.”
Explaining the speed behind
the move, Richard added:
“For licensing reasons we had
to move by November 1 and
so it all happened very
quickly at the end of the
week. With the help of a
convoy of vehicles from the
Hannons and great teamwork
from my staff, the horses all
moved on Saturday morning.
Upper Lambourn where Richard has
recently moved

Richard Hughes on Celestial Bay

although it might have
seemed so.
“Our family is growing and
while the house at Danebury
was lovely, it would soon
have been a tight squeeze.
We were prepared to
compromise for the sake of
my new career and our two
children were happy to share
a room, but Lizzie is
expecting again, and with
another on the way, it simply
wasn’t going to be practical.
“It’s essential I live on the
yard - I wouldn’t have it any
other way - and as soon as I

American Pharoah - to race on

“We are in Weathercock
House Stables from which
Jenny Pitman sent out so
many good winners and next
door to my brother - and
sister-in-law Sylvester and
Fanny Kirk. I’m a great
believer in fate. There’s a
reason for everything and we

are hopefully here in Upper
Lambourn for good now.
“Winning with Duchess Of
Marmite, our first runner
from the new base, was the
perfect start and a great
boost for everyone.
Hopefully she will be the first
of many.”

